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A Women I Call Mother
 
I'm glad i have a women like you to call mother
God knew what he was doing
when he took my mother
They say everything happen for a reason
In 2004 was my season
I really appreciate what you do
Whether it was for a day or two
I'm just blessed dto have a mother like you
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'As Time Pass By'
 
It's hard to lose someone that you truly love
It's like a flying dove
There is only one peron to stop the pain when I start to gain
Then life comes at you fast
When you found out that I was last
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Being Devine
 
There was platitum and Iron
Elements devine
Plattitum made the rings with a lil bling
They said Diamonds is forever
But its really not
Because every kiss begin with K
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Letting Go
 
When the time come to say Goodbye
It's hard for the right words to come
When you look him in the eye
And say I love You forever
But forever ended
You begin to think back on what yall had or could've had
There is nothing that you can do But let Him Go and Move On
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Moving On
 
The hardest thing is to let go an move on
Some say it's easy
Some say it hard
THe feeling you once shared
Pass on and flotated away
So just move on and take it day by day
And start doing things your way.
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